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A gallery for galleries.

A new gallery in Madrid

2021

Galería Nueva

GALERÍA NUEVA is a 70-sqm exhibition space
in Doctor Fourquet Street in Madrid, where national and international galleries are invited to
show individual or collective exhibitions of their
represented artists for a period of time. During
that time, the space will take the name of the
hosted gallery, thus becoming its embassy in
Madrid.
Every month, a New Gallery will open in the city.

Location
_
Located in Doctor Fourquet Street, GALERÍA
NUEVA is close to the city’s top art venues: Museo Reina Sofía, Prado Museum, Caixa Forum,
Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum, La Casa Encendida, Tabacalera and many contemporary art
galleries.
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What we offer

We actively communicate with the press and
the radio, hold meetings with curators and
collectors at GALERÍA NUEVA and organise an
opening with our visitors and collectors.

In addition to an exhibition space, galleries can
hire an accommodation service, a studio, catering, exhibition assembly and a dinner with
collectors, among others.

The sign of the hosted gallery could be printed
and placed in the light announcer at the façade.

Galleries interested in submitting their projects
to Galería Nueva should send the completed
form at least four months before their chosen
exhibition date. A board of collectors will evaluate the applications. The selection of each
gallery will be notified personally as soon as
possible. (Each one of the selected galleries
will be contacted as soon as possible.)

We print a vinyl text for the window with the
gallery name, the exhibition’s title, the artist’s
name and the dates.
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Other services

Galleries can also request accommodation at
a residence for the gallery staff. Additionally,
they can send their artists to prepare their exhibition project for as many weeks prior to the
event as may be required. The accommodation
will be in the residence-studios located in Arturo Soria Street in Madrid. Arturo Soria Street
is the backbone of the Ciudad Lineal district.
This neighbourhood offers a quiet working environment, with green areas and a swimming
pool (in summer), parks and cultural spaces
such as La Nave Sánchez-Ubiría, the African
Museum, Espacio Quinta and several prestigious artist studios.
We can also receive and assemble your works,
prepare networking activities with the public
and the collectors and organise a visit of curators andcollectors to the temporary studio of
your artist in Arturo Soria.
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Application form

Artist(s) proposal

Through the signing of this document, the gallery
announces its intention of programming an exhibition at GALERÍA NUEVA for a period of time and the
aforementioned services. The signing of this application implies the acceptance of the General Conditions and Prices mentioned above.

Gallery name

Company name and TIN

Gallery manager’s name

City / Country

E-mail

Term

Suggested dates
2 months
1 month
3 weeks
2 weeks
1 week

From
to

Services
Assembly
Disassembly
Photography
Event (talk, round table...)
No catering
Catering A category
Catering B category
Catering C category
Dinner with collectors

Telephone
Signature
Web

Name and date

